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LAW 7335:  ADVANCED SEMINAR ON COPYRIGHT LAW

SYLLABUS

Prof. Bell
Fall 2009

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

This course offers an in-depth analysis of the rights and remedies afforded to copyright
holders under U.S. law.  Although we will discuss theoretical aspects of copyright law,
we will also engage in a number of practical exercises, such as preparing mock copyright
registrations, client letters, and legal memoranda. The quality of your writing and analysis
will affect your grade in this course, just as it will affect your performance on the Bar
exam, and your success as a practicing attorney.

This course should prepare you to analyze a variety of copyright law issues at a fairly
specific level.  Dealing with related topics, such as contract or entertainment law, may
require additional, specialized study.  This class should also help to polish your legal
reasoning skills and introduce you to some of the practical and ethical concerns of a
working attorney.

GRADING

Ninety percent of your grade will come from the written work that you prepare for the
course. That writing might satisfy the school's practical writing requirement if it totals
more than 25 substantive pages, total, measured on a per capita basis, and if it receives a
grade of 2.8 or more.  Please note that course grades will conform to the mandatory curve,
described in the Student Handbook.  Contingent on faculty approval, this course may also
offer you the opportunity to satisfy your skills requirement.  Details on that count will
follow.

So as to better simulate the actual practice of law, some writing projects may require you
to work with a team of students.  I will allocate grades and page counts from written work
prepared as part of any such joint effort on a pro rata basis.  If you get a B+ on a six-
page memo with another student, for instance, each of you will receive a B+ for that
exercise and credit for having written three pages.  Though you will probably enjoy many
aspects of working in teams, you should also expect some stresses.  Please note,
therefore, that I leave to your team the job of figuring out how to work together.

Participation will count for 10% of your grade for this course.  You can earn one
participation point per class by signing a sheet indicating your readiness to discuss the
readings if called on in, and various points for any ungraded quizzes or projects that I
offer.  You may lose some or all of the points allowed for classroom discussion if you
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sign up to speak but demonstrate lack of preparation.  You should expect to lead a class
discussion, alone or with your team, sometime during the semester, an opportunity that
will help you develop the sort of speaking skills that good lawyers so often find useful.

HOW TO CONTACT ME

I encourage you to contact me if you have questions or comments about what we discuss
in class or about law school in general.  Look for me at my office, room 438, each
Monday and Wednesday, from 10 a.m. until 12:30 p.m., and each Wednesday from 2:30
p.m. until 4:00 p.m.  I welcome you to drop by and chat at those times or at other times
by appointment or chance.  You can also call me at 714/628-2503 or email me at
<tbell@chapman.edu>.  You can find course materials at
<www.tomwbell.com/teaching.html>.

READING ASSIGNMENTS

This compact syllabus sets forth the readings assigned for Advanced Seminar: Copyright
Law from the course's primary text, JOYCE, ET AL., COPYRIGHT LAW (LexisNexis 7th ed.
2006) (hereinafter "Text").  You should also read applicable portions of the supplement,
JOYCE, ET AL., COPYRIGHT LAW: 2009 CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT (LexisNexis 2009)
(hereinafter ("Supp."), as we progress through the course.  Please note that while I will
make a good faith effort to follow this syllabus, I reserve the right to change it.

class # reading

I. Introduction and Overview
Classes 1a-b:  Text pp. 1-61 (61)

II. Prerequisities for Copyright Protection
Classes 2a-b:  Text pp. 63-132; Supp. pp 613-15 (73)

III. Works of Authorship
Class 3a: Text pp. 133-47; 165-73; Supp. pp. 617-18 (23)
Class 3b: Text pp. 181-201; 207-13; Supp. p. 618-619 (25)
Class 4a: Text pp. 213-15, 220-25 (n.11); 228-50;

Supp. pp. 619-21 (28)
Class 4b: Registration Exercise, Wed. Sept. 16   (0)

IV. Ownership  and Transfers
Classes 5a, b: Text pp. 251-64 (n.3), 268 (n.11)-71, 281 (n.2)-308;

Supp. pp. 623-27 (46)
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V. Duration, Renewal, and Terminations of Transfers
Class 6a: Text pp.313-22, 340-52, 356-57 (26)

VI. Publication and Formalities
Class 6b: Text pp. 383-87, 400-21, Supp. pp. 649-50 (26)

VII. Exclusive Rights and their Limitations
Class 7a: Text pp. 435-46, 456-64; Supp. pp. 653-54 (20)
Class 7b: Text pp. 464-81, 486 (n. 7)-94;

Supp. pp. 654, 655-59 (26)
Class 8a: Text pp. 494-513, 522-24; Supp. pp. 659-60 (21)
Class 8b: Text pp. 531-33, 537-56; Supp. pp. 661-69 (28)

VIII. Infringement Actions
Class 9a: Text pp. 575-78, 595-608, 613 (n.2)-621;

Supp. p. 686-87 (25)
Class 9b: Text pp. 626-32, 639-46, 660 (n.5)-665, 672 (n.4)-682,

686-87; Supp. pp. 687-89 (29)
Class 10a: Demand Letter Exercise, Wednesday, Oct. 28   (0)

IX. Third Party Liability
Class 10b: Text pp. 691-701, 704-07, 714-21; Supp. pp. 691-94 (21)
Class 11a: Text pp. 721-22, 744 (n. 2)-54 (n. 5), 768-71;

Supp. pp. 694-705 (23)

X. Fair Use and Affirmative Defenses
Class 11b: Text pp. 773-99; Supp. p. 707 (27)
Class 12a: Reply Letter Exercise, Wednesday, Nov. 11   (0)
Class 12b: Text pp. 799-811, 818 (n.4)-33; Supp. pp. 707-09 (27)
Class 13a: Text pp. 833-41, 849-58, 868-74; Supp. pp. 709-12 (24)

XI. Remedies, Preemption, and Related Bodies of Law
Class 13b: Text pp. 875-903; Supp. pp. 713-14 (29)
Class 14a: Text pp. 903-33; Supp. pp. 714-17 (30)

Class 14b: Bench Memo Exercise, Wednesday, Nov. 25   (0)


